G r a n d O l d M o r s e , G r a n d O l d Pa rt y
By Spike Hazzard

The Republican convention was held in San Francisco. Frank
Ward was the chief operator for the New York News and he
contacted me, asking if I would man a Morse circuit from San
Francisco to New York during the convention. Of course, I was
delighted! We set up headquarters in the St. Francis Hotel for the
editors, reporters and photographers.
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I began my career in telegraphy with the Western Union in 1914 in
Spokane, Washington. I have worked them all; railroad,
commercial, press and stock brokerage and believe I worked the
last coast-to-coast press circuit in 1962.

We had two Morse circuits and one teletype circuit. Charlie
Hotze, who used to quote the stock market for E.F. Hutton, came
out with Frank. He as the fastest and most perfect sender I have
ever copied. When stock tickers were installed, he became chief
operator for Hutton’s. He made five dots for the letter “P” and six
dots for the figure “6” and every dot and dash was perfectly spaced. Telegrapher badge from 1948
When I came to work for Hutton’s, I considered myself an expert Republican Convention—
telegrapher, but when Charlie got warmed up he was so fast I Courtesy Morse Telegraph Club
couldn’t read a letter. I finally concentrated on the letter “A” and
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after a couple of weeks practice, I began making progress. I worked 19
years for Huttons, they had by far the most expert telegraphers in the
business.
The News had two Morse circuits on the convention floor. We used
“silent sounders,” which consisted of a pair of ear phones with the
buzzer devices screwed down tight, so it clicked lightly. Teletypes
were not allowed on the convention floor as they made too much
noise. I worked one end of the circuit and Charlie the other. The first
sheet of copy I sent, my receiver broke in with “whoop ‘em up,” so I
adjusted the weight on my bug a bit faster. After the second sheet he
broke in again and said “cut em up,” which meant use Phillips Code.
Then finally, he asked me to send the next sheet in “wix” (wirelessInternational code). So we breezed along at a high clip using land wire
Morse and then “wix.” I don’t know who my receiver was, but he was
a star.
On the last day, Frank Ward had a sounder cut in at the St. Francis and
he was copying just for the heck of it. When I said “30” he broke in and
said “JK Spike tts blf stuff.” The man in NY said “amen.” I felt a bit sad One type of “secret sounder.” The telegraph sounder was
then because this was probably the very last Morse press circuit coast- replaced with a simple battery and RC circuit, which simulated the report of a telegraph sounder in the headphone.
to-coast.
There were four classes of telegrapher; railroad, commercial, press and
stock broker. The “stars” were a rather snooty bunch, no “lids” allowed
in their inner circle. I recall one time when a bunch of us got together
and decided to shoot some pool. One of the “lids” was with us and one
of the so-called “stars” refused to shoot pool with him.

This allowed multiple operators to be present at public
events such as Presidential speeches without the collective
“telegraphic noise.” This unit came from the Washington,
D.C. Western Union office and was used at Presidential
speeches and similar events.— Courtesy of Morse Telegraph Club, Inc.
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The Case for Common Denominators
By James Wades, WB8SIW

There is a lot of talk about digital communications in recent years. In particular, WinLink2000 (WL2K) has become the
darling of some of the most strident voices in the EMCOMM community. Most recently, radio amateurs equipped for
WL2K were dispatched to Puerto Rico in order to transmit spreadsheets containing welfare data to CONUS for use by the
American Red Cross. Yet, during the nearly two weeks while these WL2K equipped teams were being organized and
deployed, radio amateurs on Puerto Rico were originating thousands of welfare messages using high frequency (HF) voice
methods. This situation should serve as a reminder that basic, common-denominator modes remain an essential part of the
EMCOMM arsenal.
The facts are simple; nearly every active radio amateur owns a VHF or HF transceiver capable of voice operation. Using
local assets already dispersed in a disaster area, it may be possible to quickly establish a basic, survivable and decentralized
network in the immediate aftermath of a major disaster using common-denominator modes. These basic modes allow the
Amateur Radio Service to leverage maximum participation from existing volunteer resources during the critical first hours
after a disaster strikes.
This is not to suggest that digital networks such as WinLink-2000 (WL2K) do not have significant value. Digital modes are
perhaps even essential in our modern age. They offer a high level of efficiency combined with excellent weak signal
performance, and they’re perfect for message traffic applications, whether in support of operational message traffic
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functions or in concert with relief agency web-based welfare reporting methods (RRI operates an International Digital
Traffic Network using PACTOR for this reason). However, one needs to understand that the various modes
available to radio amateurs are not mutually exclusive. Most importantly, a diversity of modes allows
EMCOMM groups to establish a “phased response.”
The Phased Response:
Certain realities are present when “big one” hits,” and the situation in Puerto Rico and surrounding areas provides an
excellent real-world example of what happens in unprecedented disaster situations:


There was little or no access to gasoline to power generators. With power outages lasting not just days, but months,
once stored gasoline is exhausted, the radio operator must scavenge for gasoline or rely on renewable energy
resources.



RF power is proportional to demand on either AC mains or battery power. A 100-watt transceiver consumes a fair
amount of energy, particularly under the high duty-cycle operations one might encounter in the aftermath of a
disaster. Peripherals, such as computers and modems add to power demands, thereby increasing gasoline consumption
or decreasing battery life.



In the aftermath of Hurricane Maria, VHF and UHF infrastructure, including VoIP linking, was generally inoperative
and sufficiently damaged that short-term field-expedient repairs were impossible.



Roads and infrastructure were often impassible, making it difficult, if not impossible, to quickly deploy radio operators
to remote cities and towns. Based on some of the damage assessment, a couple of mules might have proven a more
useful form of transportation than an SUV.



Security can be a problem in some remote areas. In the aftermath of Hurricane Maria, it was impractical to deploy
radio operators to some locations without some form of security arrangement in place.



Local operators are more likely to have access to ad-hoc support networks than operators dropped-in, who must often
bring in their own supplies, including water, food, housing, transportation and so forth.



A large number of local radio operators will be lost to the effects of the disaster, thereby greatly diminishing local
resources.

Can one see a pattern here?
Common-denominator modes in the form of radio amateurs already in or near the disaster area, using basic tools already
on hand, are often the only option for rapidly establishing an initial communications capability. Preferable methods
include:


Low power HF-CW using renewable energy in the form of gel-cell batteries and solar panels.



HF Voice methods using NVIS techniques.



VHF/UHF simplex in limited areas
……and the basic traffic-handling skills needed to communicate effectively in a limited circuit capacity environment.

Common denominator methods, particularly when used within a system of layered net infrastructure, can efficiently
support the flow and delivery of message traffic.
Nets can be layered in simple, constructive ways. Effective short range local coverage (15 to 30 miles out) can be provided
using VHF or UHF simplex communications or even GMRS assets (see the RRI sponsored “Hamwatch” and “National SOS
Radio Network” Plans). Such local networks can contain a nearby HF gateway to a higher layer NVIS HF network. This
NVIS HF network can then contain a long-haul gateway to route traffic to national/International infrastructure, such as the
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RRI Digital Traffic Network or IATN circuits. Again…the classical model of layered nets to facilitate both field expedient
conditions and to segregate traffic exchange between local, regional and long-haul functions with effective traffic exchange
between the layers applies here.
In other words, EMCOMM groups should avoid mode parochialism and consider emergency communications holistically
within the context of a tiered response methodology. For example, in order of priority:
1. The first job is to establish basic connectivity. The most expedient method for doing this in a catastrophic scenario is by
using basic equipment and existing volunteer resources already dispersed in the affected area. Common-denominator
modes allow one to leverage all available resources quickly and efficiently, provided, of course, that they are trained in
basic net and traffic handling procedures.
2. Deploy the more advanced digital modes and specialized capabilities to key agencies and facilities first to quickly
improve the efficiency of these important stations. This provides superior efficiency for critical served-agency
operational traffic and establishes gateway capabilities supporting local networks. Traffic collected on VHF or NVIS
HF using common-denominator modes can then be funneled through a digital gateway (to DTN for example) with its
capacity for high traffic volumes based on message priority.
3. As additional advanced resources become available, they can then be dispersed to lower-priority facilities, NGOs and
eventually remote areas and neighborhoods to relieve local operators.
In other words, the events of Puerto Rico once again prove that the “emergency communications pyramid” developed as a
training tool by the author decades ago, continues to apply to the modern disaster telecommunications environment:

Summarizing this graphic, one can see the following:


The foundation (and first responsibility) of all EMCOMM programs is the establishment and maintenance of a
survivable network. For radio amateurs, survivability is often entwined with simplicity and low DC power demands.
Best of all, much of this survivable infrastructure already exists in the form of ARES® and RRI affiliated networks.



Even if one has the capability to send an encyclopedia every second via radio, it is of no value if one cannot do it from
where it’s needed. Flexibility in the form of open architecture and the ability to establish communications from where
it is needed and when it is needed is secondary only to ensuring survivability. In the Puerto Rico type of event, a solar
4

panel, spare rechargeable batteries and a man-pack arrangement may prove superior to a laptop computer, radios,
generator, gasoline and the like in remote areas


Circuit capacity (sometimes inaccurately referred to as “bandwidth”) has great value, but again, it brings with it a cost.
Additional power demands, a greater number of failure points in the form of peripherals, such as modems, computer,
printer and paper, distributed networks of nodes and switches, and other limitations.



Communications security is important in the national security or defense environment. However, most traffic
handled by radio amateurs does not have a high security value. Also, encoding and encryption are moot points if one
can’t communicate in the first place.

Facing the Facts About Hurricane Maria:
Let’s face the reality of Puerto Rico in the years leading up to Hurricane Maria.


There were few effective traffic networks and probably even fewer operators with traffic handling experience in the
disaster area, and therefore effective common-denominator infrastructure was insufficient to expedite an efficient
response.



Few volunteers in the affected area were familiar with the basics of the radiogram format, book traffic techniques and
other methods, which could have allowed one to more efficiently convey traffic using common-denominators.



Those active in the disaster response have reported that the most efficient operators on the ad-hoc networks to
CONUS were those who had regular traffic handling experience.

While impromptu networks are often the first choice of some operators, an organized traffic system can allow operators
dispersed in a disaster area to access multiple CONUS gateways. Furthermore, low-power portable stations in remote
areas are more effective if paired with weak-signal modes, such as CW traffic circuits.
While informal methods are an option, multiple circuits combined with a traffic system can offer some significant
advantages, depending on application. Consider this juxtaposition:
How informal methods work: A radio amateur in a disaster area comes up on 20 or 40 meters. He finds any available
operator and sends him 100 messages in an informal format, perhaps just a first name, phone number and an associated
signature. After receiving the 100 messages, the stateside operator picks up the phone and starts delivering the messages.
Now, consider the math:
1. One must dial each addressee.
2. One must wait for the addressee to answer or for the voice mail prompt.
3. Perhaps one talks to the addressee, explains who he is and then delivers the message.
4. Tears ensue and questions are asked.
5. The operator moves on to subsequent deliveries.
6. Returned calls ensue due to voice-mail messages having been left.
Assuming each message requires an average of 3 minutes to deliver, it could take upwards of 5 hours on the telephone to
deliver the 100 welfare messages received. In other words; let’s say 6 hours to process the 100 messages. Repeat this for
days, and things can get a bit tiring.
Now, let’s look at an organized alternative: A traffic network in a disaster area collects the same 100 messages from a
dispersed group of operators spread throughout a disaster area and injects them into the RRI Digital Traffic Network.
Now, instead of spending 6 hours processing the traffic, someone might spend a third of that time on data entry and error
checking in advance of upload. The time might be less if he/she is a good typist (or has access to a good typist).
5

The traffic is then automatically parsed and automatically distributed nationwide to various destinations where 100 different
radio amateurs spread throughout the country can be delivering perhaps a few messages each simultaneously. Meanwhile,
while the dispersed routing and delivery process is occurring, the gateway operator is simultaneously uploading the next
one hundred messages to DTN for further distribution.
The important point is this:
The resources of a traffic system serve as a force multiplier by allowing multiple processes to occur
simultaneously rather than sequentially.
Exposing “the big lie”
The idea that “contest techniques” train one for disaster response has again been proven false this year. One of the primary
operators serving as a gateway for welfare traffic from Puerto Rico was an RRI IATN operator and RRI Director with years
of experience in traffic handling. He observed that “one could certainly tell who has traffic handling experience” when
referring to the quality of the response.
Planning for the Future:
The day may come when radio amateurs simply aren’t needed for disaster response. We obviously are not quite there yet.
EMCOMM groups at the local and state level should implement a policy approach designed to restore the balance between
universal common-denominator modes and more advanced techniques. Emergency communications response planning
(you do have a plan, don’t you?) should emphasize a “phased” response to establishing connectivity. This process starts in
the form of basic infrastructure in the form of local ARES® nets and the broader infrastructure of traffic nets, which also
provide a fertile training ground for radio operators while serving as a much-needed force multiplier.
Traffic Networks remain Relevant:
We have had a rare opportunity to see TRUTH emerge from the noise of questionable opinions and ideas. The bald-faced
ASSERTION that traffic nets are irrelevant, which has been promoted by a few EMCOMM egotists, has been exposed.
The ASSERTION that the capacity to handle welfare traffic is no longer needed has been exposed. The ASSERTION that
radio amateurs don’t need training in standardized net procedures has also been brutally exposed.
The Amateur Radio Service is in DESPERATE need of real leadership in the EMCOMM field.
For the rank and file and independent radio amateur, we conclude with just one simple question:
Is it time to join a traffic net, handle the occasional radiogram message and perhaps make a point of checking-in a few days a month?

Join the quiet professionals at Radio Relay International. Use the
form included in this newsletter to register!
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The App Mentality
By James Wades, WB8SIW

At the outset, it should be stated that the author has always been a proponent of WL2K and similar innovations. Should
one care to invest the time and effort, he could likely track down numerous posts, articles and comments in which the
author expresses support for WL2K and hybrid technologies such as VoIP linking.
That having been said; there appears to be a certain generational shift, which has been occurring within the Amateur Radio
Service. That is; for many licensees, Amateur Radio is no longer viewed as an educational or experiential, skill-based
activity or art form, but is instead viewed as a technology application.
Today, real skills are being devalued in favor of “plug and play.” For example; some feel that WL2K and similar platforms
allow one to become an emergency communicators simply based on the fact one possess the necessary technology,
software and a capacity to deploy the equipment.
Some of this is to be expected. No one is expected to build an SDR transceiver with modern features from scratch in his
basement or garage in the same manner we might have built a crystal oscillator MOPA transmitter in the 1950s. However,
for many radio amateurs today, the hobby is viewed through the prism of modern consumer technology. One “buys” a
“ham radio” (noun). One downloads a digital communications software platform in much the same way he “buys an app.”
One can even buy a commercially manufactured dipole antenna and coax with connectors already installed!
In a sense, one might argue that for many, Amateur Radio has become a consumer product or an “app” to be downloaded,
not unlike a purchase from the App Store for use on one’s iPad.
In order to illustrate this, let’s ask some rhetorical questions about the thinking of many of our EMCOMM groups:


Is emphasis placed on real-world traffic handling experience and communications techniques?



Are operators encouraged to develop the ability to use alternate modes, such as HF voice and CW?



Do operators know how to utilize alternative communications pathways? Can they format a radiogram without a
message blank?

The lack of a holistic approach that emphasizes a core group of basic skills centered on communications methods
and technology may indicate that many in Amateur Radio are engaged in the widespread societal delusion that
the infrastructure never fails.
NCERTs:
Several years ago, the RRI leadership proposed the creation of
National Communications Emergency Response Teams (NCERT). The
criteria for these teams includes requirements for WL2K and DTN
capability in addition to common-denominator modes, and a solid
volunteer skill set. They were intended for exactly the type of
deployment needed in the areas affected by Hurricane Maria.
Unfortunately, a prophet is despised in his own land and such
proposals were rejected outright by a few in the national-level
EMCOMM game. As a result, common-denominator traffic nets,
concepts such as NCERT and the like were seen as a threat rather
than as an opportunity to attract and build a solid volunteer base
centered on a relevant basic skill-set and innovative solutions,
which could have benefitted the response.
Advertisement
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If one wonders why Radio Relay International was formed, one needs look no further than this current state of affairs.
Radio Relay International is a call for the Amateur Radio Service to take a hard, realistic look at the future. We need to….
1. Eliminate the EMCOMM ego game and concentrate on demonstrated, vetted skills.
2. Concentrate our resources and efforts on recruiting individuals who might be attracted to the hobby as a resource for
self-education, experimentation, and community service.
3. Return to a public service environment in which radio amateurs serve as communicators and technologists rather than
pseudo-first-responders.
Let’s get busy revitalizing public service communications. It’s not an app. It’s an art form which require an investment of
time to practice and develop.
-30-

VHF SSB for EMCOMM
By James Wades, WB8SIW

As discussed in prior QNI articles, the classical model of layered nets offers significant advantages for the EMCOMM
manger. Not only do layered nets allow one to manage traffic volume, they also allow one to subdivide nets by emergency
management function while facilitating traffic exchange between layers only as needed. Perhaps best of all, layered nets
leverage maximum efficiency from various modes available within the Amateur Radio community.
Perhaps the most ubiquitous mode in the Amateur Radio Service is VHF-FM. Most active radio amateurs have a twometer FM transceiver in their car or sitting on a shelf somewhere, whether it’s an HT or an older two-meter mobile unit
gathering dust. Such equipment can be easily pressed into service to provide basic connectivity. Even if the emphasis of
one’s local EMCOMM group is on digital techniques, it would be
somewhat foolish to not leverage the potential benefits of additional
volunteers equipped with a common denominator mode such as twometer FM.
Closely related to VHF-FM is a mode few even consider: VHF-SSB.
Popular radios, such as the ubiquitous FT-817ND are capable of VHF-SSB
or CW in addition to the usual FM mode. The use of VHF single sideband
offers some real advantages for emergency communications, including:


Lower DC power consumption (longer battery life during extended
operations)



Better simplex range



Greater immunity to media intercept (inherent communications
security)

As an example; Bob Wades (NR8TU) and the author recently ran a brief
test in a remote part of Michigan’s Upper Peninsula. A Yaesu FT-817ND
was set up in a very simple, compromise field configuration. Using battery
power and a roll-up J-pole VHF antenna hoisted over a tree branch a few
feet off the ground, communications was established with a mobile unit
using an older Yaesu FT290R-II multi-mode transceiver.
The quick and dirty simulated field deployment used in
The first test, using VHF-SSB showed a useable range of approximately 8 the test. Antenna is a roll-up J-pole tossed over a low tree
miles. The second test, using VHF-FM showed a useable range of branch to simulate a very minimal configuration.
approximately 6 miles over the same route. Range was limited by the fact
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that the fixed location was in a very low area adjacent to a nearby lake shore. However, this simple test exemplifies some
of the important benefits of VHF-SSB including better readability over a greater distance. Some claim VHF-SSB offers an
almost 10 dB advantage over FM, the equivalent of a high-gain antenna!
In the case of a real-world deployment, one would want to maximum coverage by adding about 25 or 50-feet of coax and
hoisting the J-pole antenna up into a tall tree or, in an urban area, over a light post or similar structure. While horizontal
polarization is common for VHF-SSB contesting or DXing, there is no reason vertical polarization can’t be used in the
EMCOMM environment, thereby allowing the same antenna to be used for multiple modes as well as communications
with mobile units.
Perhaps what is most important is the fact that batteries last longer. Using VHF-SSB, a decent portable antenna
arrangement, one or two gel-cells and a good quality solar panel arrangement, one could operate indefinitely while
maintaining communications over a sizeable area. FM would require greater battery and charging capacity for the same
duty cycle.
In a disaster situation, local VHF-SSB nets covering 20 to 35-mile areas could be interfaced with an HF gateway. Local
communications traffic could be contained within this lowest VHF network layer, whereas medium and long-haul traffic
could be transferred from the local VHF net layer to state, region or area nets using high frequency DTN, CW or SSB
methods via the gateway.
The idea of using VHF-SSB is not new. Over a decade ago, the author recommended its use for a shelter intercom net in
Michigan. The local ARES ® group tried it and found it to be extremely effective. Best of all, it offered a degree of
confidentiality, in that local scanner listeners and television stations couldn’t monitor the traffic; one of the requirements of
their served agency. Some traffic handlers in the Southern California area have been using two-meter CW as an alternative
when propagation conditions will not support NVIS operations. Kate Hutton, the RRI Training Manager reports that plans
are even in the works to develop a two-meter CW net.
With so many multi-mode radios now in circulation, VHF and UHF-SSB have become additional common-denominator
modes. Their use eliminates the need for repeater infrastructure. SSB is not power-hungry. It’s compatible with data,
voice or CW. It offers a degree of communications security, and it’s ubiquitous. Best of all, one can deploy an extremely
light-weight tactical station anywhere to establish a basic voice circuit in the absence of infrastructure. A radio such as the
FT-817ND can offer access to FM repeater infrastructure if its available, as well as direct simplex communications with a
minimal degree of COMSEC tossed in for good measure.
Finally; it would be interesting to experiment with PACTOR or a similar digital mode using VHF-SSB. Without selective
fading, one could leverage many of the automation advantages of PACTOR without concern about solar anomalies and
without high current demand. PACTOR-1 would probably work quite well via a VHF circuit.
Is it time for your EMCOMM group to experiment with VHF-SSB? Try a few field exercises. Experiment with the amount
of “talk time” available using SSB versus FM. Consider the benefits of flying under the RADAR by avoiding high-profile
repeaters, scanner listeners and media.

Old Fashioned Paper and Pencil
By James Wades, WB8SIW

Consider this scenario:
A major hurricane with associated flooding has occurred. You are deployed to provide emergency communications
in the affected area. In the process you will encounter extremely humid conditions, perhaps continuing bands of
heavy rain and travel difficulties. Power is unreliable and the building or tent from which you will be operating are
not easily accessed. Space within your operating area is limited.
Now, consider this question: when establishing initial communications, are you better off with a complete digital station,
9

or a simple common-denominator station with minimal equipment?
Of course, the answer is “it depends,” but considering the environmental
conditions, it’s easy to envision how a digital station, with a computer,
printer, cables, perhaps a modem and increased power demands, may prove
problematic. It may not always be necessary to pull right up to the door and
establish communications from an automobile or EMCOMM trailer.
Now, consider using a mobile HF station. How easy is it to use a laptop in a
vehicle that lacks the necessary mounting device for convenient use? Where
does one put the printer? After all, one can’t expect served agency officials to
run to you every time a message arrives to read it before it scrolls off the
screen!
In some cases, a pad of message blanks and a pencil may be the better choice.
There was a time when the Army Signal Corps provided message pads for use
in the field. Under battlefield conditions, it was not practical to carry a
typewriter!
In factory environments, it was once common to convey work and change
orders on “message pads.”
These
were
often
configured as self-carbon
books in which the
individual originating the message could retain the carbon-copy for his
records.
These techniques remain useful for the EMCOMM operator. For
example, one can purchase self-carbon message books ideal for
originating and transcribing radiograms or ICS213 messages. For
example; the Adams “Rapid Memo” booklet provides 50 message blanks,
which are ideal for record message traffic.
“Rite in Rain” products are ideal for those who find themselves operating
outside under worst-case environmental conditions, such as during heavy
rain conditions or snow storms.
As radio amateurs, most of us are enamored with technology. We seek
technological solutions because it’s our nature. However, one must
occasionally step out of the “technology” box and take a fresh look at the
operational issues surrounding field operations.
Finally, consider the reality that transcribing and formatting message
traffic sounds easy in principle. However, these are skills that must be
practiced. There are nuances to consider, such as developing the
techniques needed to prevent confusion, eliminate unnecessary
abbreviations, and ensure brevity in the interest of interoperability.
Owning a tool is not the same as knowing how to use it properly.
A sample Radiogram ICS213 written on an Adams Join a traffic net, practice handling third-party messages and be prepared
“Rapid Memo” Type SC1158. A carbon copy is pro- to use both the basic and advanced tools of emergency communications.
However, don’t forget that real public service communications requires a
duced underneath the message.
strong set of basic skills.
Preparing for emergency or public service communications can be done in a fun and instructive way. Let’s get prepared!
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Training Column: It’s Your System
By Kate Hutton (K6HTN), RRI Training Manager
If you spend any time at all reading email reflectors that serve mainly traffic handlers, you will be familiar with complaints
about “bulk traffic” or “book traffic,” sometimes referred to as “spam.”
There is actually a difference between book traffic and bulk traffic. “Book traffic” consists of more than one message sent
together, that have “common parts.” An example would be the same text sent to more than one recipient, or it could be
multiple texts sent to one recipient. The traffic nets have efficient procedures for handling this situation, so time isn’t
wasted through unnecessary duplication.
“Bulk traffic” takes book traffic to an extreme, where the same text is sent repeatedly over time, such that everyone has the
text memorized. This sort of traffic is usually the bone of contention, not book traffic in general. Reflector members argue about the value of it, or lack thereof. For example, I tend to look favorably on messages that, for example, welcome
new hams to the hobby, which is why I send out that type of traffic. My logic is: since traffic handling is no longer a highprofile ham activity, new hams might not ever encounter it at all, if they didn’t receive such a message. Add to that a
friendly welcome, and such messages can be constructive.
That’s all I have to say on the relative value of various bulk messages, at least in this article!
The more fundamental issue is that, at this point in time, bulk traffic is essential! Without it and its related service messages, we would have virtually no traffic to pass! If every traffic handler originated traffic on a regular basis, that might not be
the case. But they don’t.
Looking from the point of view of RRI operator training, there is an opportunity here. If every RRI member sent ONE
radiogram per WEEK, to anybody(!), there would be less need for bulk traffic, the nets would get more interesting, and
the operators would all get more varied experience. This directive would especially apply to operators new to traffic, but
certainly not exclusively.
So, start up a game of “radiogram chess.” Ask someone a trivia question. Exchange haiku. Or just send a plain old “quaint
retro greeting.” Wish someone a happy birthday, anniversary or whatever. Congratulate them on something. The possibilities are limitless, except for the “25 words or less” rule.
Transfer something you might send on Facebook to the traffic nets instead.
Yes, RRI is dedicated to preparation & practice for disasters. But there is no reason the “practice” part needs to be boring.
If you absolutely don’t have any friends or cannot think of anyone who wants a radiogram, send it to me. KATE K6HTN
C/O RN6 should do it for an address. I don’t know how to play chess, but I do like trivia and haiku. My non-radio interests include dogs, seismology and astronomy, in no particular order.
Let’s liven up the nets!

OUR BEST WISHES TO ALL RRI REGISTERED RADIO OPERATORS AND READERS OF QNI FOR A MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND HAPPY, HEALTHY HOLIDAY SEASON AND NEW YEAR
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“Shakeout” Section Emergency Test
By Kate Hutton (K6HTN), RRI Training Manager
Have you ever wondered about the probability of a radiogram being delivered and serviced? What would be the likelihood
of a particular message making it through the system?
That would be a fairly difficult question to answer, with results depending on several factors, mostly unknown before sending.



Even though NTS & RRI are supposedly content neutral, actual neutrality is unlikely.
Continuity on the long-haul circuits (no-show on nets, MBOs out of service, etc.) varies with HF propagation, contest
activity & net staffing levels.
 Availability of outlets varies with delivery area.
 Unknown factors, etc.
On the top of a heap, an actual priority message in a real disaster is the most likely to be taken seriously, but also might be
routed under difficult circumstances. Least likely to be taken seriously would be so-called “bulk traffic.” Even though useful
to keep the system “well oiled” and new hams exposed to the subject of traffic handling, these messages are often passed off
as not important enough to deliver or service, which leaves no way to trace them.
A Section Emergency Test (SET) could provide a useful “middle” scenario. Since such an effort might occur in conjunction
with a disaster exercise, it might not be exactly clear when the exercise is over, and what actually is expected to be serviced. But at least the average ARES, NTS, RRI or DTN operator is likely to take the traffic seriously.
I (K6HTN) tried such a scenario this year, in conjunction with the California ShakeOut earthquake drill on Oct. 16, 2017.
In order to make a map of the responses, I first needed a fairly even geographic distribution of “targeted” stations that were
“primed” to be aware of exercise traffic. As the LAX STM, I asked ARRL headquarters for a recent list of Section Managers (SM), Section Emergency Coordinators (SEC) and Section Traffic Managers (STM), along with appropriate delivery
information for radiograms. This was provided by Steve Ewald (WV1X). The average number of section officials was less
than three for some sections; in some places either there was no STM, or the SM and STM were the same person. Several
of the officials listed for southern CA were no longer serving. I omitted Puerto Rico and the US Virgin Islands, since they
were still overwhelmed with a real disaster situation. Possibly I should have excluded Florida as well.
All messages carried an HXCE handling code, so there were two chances to get a response. In addition, the text of the
message asked specifically for a reply.
[Number] R HCXE K6HTN ARL 24 PASADENA CA OCT 19
[Addressing info]
BT
ARL FIFTY OCTOBER 19 IS
SHAKEOUT EARTHQUAKE DRILL IN CALIFORNIA
GOOD EXCUSE FOR SIMULATED EMERGENCY
TEST X REPLY REQUESTED PLEASE
X 73
BT
KATE K6HTN LAX STM
To avoid problems related to geographically uneven net distributions, I sent all outgoing traffic via DTN, without using an
intermediate Winlink batch-file step. (All messages were cut/pasted into Airmail.) 185 messages went out, in a total
PACTOR III connection time to the RN6 MBO of 83 min. Propagation was not perfect.
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To put everyone on an even playing field, I also sent the southern CA traffic on DTN. Of course, it was routed back to me
immediately and I distributed it for delivery as usual.
I didn’t really know what to expect in the way of return messages. Certainly the connectivity of DTN with each geographic
area, the availability of delivering outlets, and motivation on the part of the recipients to follow through with the replies
would be factors.
By three weeks (!!) after ShakeOut, the return rates had slowed down to basically zero, so I can now make a report.
I tabulated the results by state. The number of Section Officials per state ranged from 1 (KS) to 17 (CA). The measure of
success that was tabulated was the number of messages replied to or serviced, divided by the number of messages sent.
Dark green: 100% serviced and/or replied.
Middle green: More than 50% serviced and/or replied.
Light green: Between 30% and 50% serviced and/or replied.
“Pink:” None serviced or replied.

Initially I was surprised by some of the colors. I would have expected, for example, more response from CT. AZ, with its
very active traffic training program, should have been a darker green. TX should have had a little prairie grass growing in
it. Otherwise, the overall pattern does seem to correlate with known active traffic handlers.
Experiments need to be replicated to be believable, however.
This particular exercise does not necessarily mean a real disaster Welfare message wouldn’t get through to a pink state.
When picking an out-of-state relative as your family disaster clearinghouse contact, however, it might be better to pick one
in an area known for traffic handling activity!
RRI should take it upon itself to widen the geographic extend of traffic activity.
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Leaving the Past Behind...A Call for Unity
By James Wades (WB8SIW)
Humility is an essential attribute of the enlightened man. It might be said that humility is evidence of the individual’s ability to see beyond himself. It is the capacity to comprehend both through imagination and intellect, the nature and structure
a larger world and a more noble purpose that extends beyond the immediate. It exemplifies a rational acceptance of the
severe intellectual limitations the individual faces when confronting the vastness of his environment and miracle of his existence.
A lack of humility is often at the root of error. It leads to a type of myopia in which a man comes to believe that only his
naturally limited perspective is correct. The absence of humility can lead to a form of arrogance and egotism in which one
begins to believe his agenda and beliefs are so infallible that he has the right to enforce them upon others and in doing so,
the ends justifies the means. We see the bitter fruit of this error evidenced throughout history and we are experiencing it
first-hand in our modern, polarized political environment.
Even within the relatively small world of amateur radio, there are those who believe their perspective is infallible. Rather
than respecting diversity and welcoming openness, they attempt to direct the future of the Amateur Radio Service for others by choosing winners and losers. They pronounce some operating interests of value and they dismiss others as unwelcome or unnecessary. They dismiss some techniques, modes and methods as irrelevant simply because they are unfamiliar
with them. In their arrogance, they assume their own needs, desires and interests are inherently superior to those of others.
Radio Relay International was created by reasonable men who believe in creating an open, diverse public service communications environment, which welcomes a diversity or modes, methods and interests. At the core of this approach is the
belief that there is no substitute for genuine communications and technical skills in pubic service communication arena.
It should be noted that RRI was NOT created to be antagonistic to the ARRL or any other group. Rather; it was created
simply to fill a deep void. Traffic handlers need a voice. They have a fundamental right to influence their own future and
evolution. It was the simple realization that only by creating an independent advocacy organization would the traffic handling community have a voice at the table where policy is made. Advocacy is essential to achieving the goal of a diverse
public service communications environment, which emphasizes the role of radio amateurs as skilled communicators and
technologists.
Actions vs. Words
When assessing the intentions of a man or an organization, it is wise to watch what that person does as opposed to just
listening to what they say. The proof of RRI’s honorable intentions lie in its actions. Since its creation, RRI has striven to
engage in an honorable and constructive approach to its public service mission:


All RRI affiliated nets have always welcomed representatives and traffic from numerous organizations.



RRI has adopted a policy that permits nets to maintain dual affiliation with both RRI and other organizations.



RRI has supported Amateur Radio Emergency Service ® units and other local EMCOMM organizations during emergency operations, exercises and in the area of training and advice. Never has RRI sought to undermine or absorb these
organizations.



RRI leadership has sought to avoid any unnecessary criticism of other organizations. We believe that people respond
best to a solid, honorable example, and the best people are attracted to a spirit of quiet professionalism.



Other than the standardization required to maintain consistent network operations, RRI infrastructure has been administered as “affiliation neutral,” somewhat like that of a telecommunications common carrier.

It is our goal to continue this policy of transparency, openness and inclusivity. We invite those who have hesitate to sup14

port RRI to set aside any preconceptions or judgments and consider not only our actions, but these realities:


Radio Relay International is not going away. We intend to continue advocating and promoting traffic handling in an
effort to promote real-world communications and technical skills within the Amateur Radio Service.



RRI exists as an advocacy group for traffic operators and the EMCOMM community. Numerous advocacy groups exist within the Amateur Radio Community, including DX associations, contest clubs, CW groups (e.g. SKCC, FISTS,
CWops, etc.), advocacy groups for various digital technologies, and so forth. The existence of these groups does not
harm or detract from the mission of any national radio association. Rather, they give voice to their respective operating interests and earn their constituency a seat at the table when policy is made.



No single event served as a catalyst for the creation of RRI. Rather, our organization was created in response to a decades long process of marginalization of the traffic community by simple neglect and in response to what reasonable
men saw as a variety of misguided policies that had emerged in various segments of Amateur Radio.

We respectfully invite all traffic operators to support RRI. The traffic community needs a voice. The traffic community
needs to evolve to remain relevant. This can not occur when we are silenced. This cannot occur when we are rendered
invisible. This cannot occur when we are not given a place at the table where policy is made. This cannot happen when
we are purposely excluded from emergency exercises, forums and training events.
In the coming months, the RRI Board of Directors will begin implementing plans to ensure the more efficient operation of
networks and the consolidation of volunteer resources. Our goal is a unified, cohesive approach to network system management designed to position the national messaging layer for future growth and evolution. We want all traffic handlers to
have a voice in this process. We want all traffic operators to enjoy an open and transparent process through which their
needs can be met. We simply ask for mutual respect and cooperation.
Simply put: it makes no sense to have a fractured traffic system, nor does it make sense to duplicate resources. Everyone
should work as a team to ensure that we move forward in a constructive manner. RRI exists to advance YOUR cause.
Let’s set aside our differences, seek an efficient integration of network and volunteer resources, and put an end to any divisiveness that is driven by a just a few from outside our fraternity who feel it is their right to pick winners and losers.
We are responsible for our future. Let’s do something about it. RRI offers an opportunity to join a group of quiet
professionals who believe that in a constructive approach to maintaining and enhancing the national
messaging layer. Please join us!
-30-
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The First Practical Police Radio System
How Detroit led the way in practical police radio
By James Wades (WB8SIW)
“Radio communications to police cars is the greatest development of modern times in the prevention of crime and the apprehension of criminals. It is the most forward step taken since I entered the profession thirty five years ago” said William
P. Rutledge, Police Commissioner of Detroit during his speech to the annual convention of the International Association of
Chiefs of Police (IACP) in November, 1929. Thanks to the vision of Mr. Rutledge, in a short period of only ten years, law
enforcement was transformed from a loosely knit, inefficient operation, to the well organized system we know today. The
officers on the street were now tied closely with the operations of the department as a whole, and most importantly, the
efficiency of law enforcement activities changed drastically. Response times changed from hours to minutes, or even, at
times, seconds, bringing law enforcement into the modern age.
Before the advent of police radio, the officer was largely on his own. The Detroit Police Department had, in 1917, established a booth car system to answer citizen complaints. During patrol activities, one officer would remain at the booth adjacent to the police telegraph while the other walked a beat in the surrounding area. The operator at headquarters would,
upon receiving a citizen complaint, light a green lamp atop the police telegraph booth. Upon noticing the light, the stationary officer would pick up the telephone, receive the assignments, locate his partner on patrol, and then proceed to handle the calls. Out of touch, the booth would be unavailable for three to four hours to handle other assignments. This was
referred to as the “flashlight” system.
At this time, Detroit was the fastest growing city in the nation. It was rapidly becoming obvious that the flashlight system
was inadequate. The exciting new technology of radio seemed to be the answer. According to an interview with Commissioner Rutledge in 1938, the idea could be traced to the sinking of the Titanic in 1912. Commissioner Rutledge reasoned
that if a ship at sea could signal over vast distances for assistance, why not a moving patrol car? Apparently, the original
idea consisted of a four man patrol; a driver, two officers to respond and a Morse operator!
Shortly after an address on police wireless at the 1920 IACP convention in Detroit by Chief James Higgins of the Buffalo,
New York Police Department, Commissioner Rutledge contact a nephew, Barney Fitzgerald, an amateur radio operator
and asked Fitzgerald if he could place an experimental station on the air for the department. Fitzgerald accepted the appointment, and almost immediately, placed a one tube self excited oscillator on the air from the second floor of the ninth
precinct station house near the center of the city. The station operated in the 200-meter amateur band under the call 8BNE.
On August 16, 1921 the call 8AXB was issued as an experimental license on 375 meters, to test the practicability of intercity police communications with the Flint, Michigan Police Department. The December 19, 1921 issue of the Detroit
News reported that:
“Police wireless was used for the first time Saturday night to flash the license numbers and descriptions of stolen automobiles to
various towns in the state.”
The article added:
“William P. Rutledge, Superintended of Police sent a circular letter to police and sheriffs in 70 towns in Michigan, asking them
to get in touch with competent amateur operators in their towns who would be able to receive the police reports.”
There are no reports of the success or failure of the first broadcast; however, it is likely that quite a few amateurs received
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the messages and forwarded them to local law enforcement.
The experimental license of 8XAB expired in October of 1921. However, the station continued to operate as amateur 8BNE until March of 1922, when the call KOP for a provisional limited commercial license was issued. The call sign was, of
course, a bit of a humorous assignment selected by the Department of Commerce District Radio Inspector.
At the same time, official recognition and support of KOP was becoming evident in city politics. The March 22, 1922 issue
of the “Detroit News” reported that:
“Mayor James Couzens is considering the installation of a municipal radio stations for use by the city departments.”
The article adds:
“Under the direction of H.M. Gould, electrical expert of municipal street railways, radio receiving sets are being installed on repair trucks of the system as a first step to see if they are practical for commercial work.”
The article fails to state that at the same time, receivers built by Mr. Elmer Reich of the Department’s signal bureau were
being installed behind the seats of three Lincoln touring cars in preparation for future tests.
These tests were not only interesting the public in police radio, but were catching the attention of Radio Station WWJ of
the Detroit News, resulting in the use of the facilities being offered to Commissioner Rutledge. On March 24, 1922, Mr.
Rutledge took to the News Station with a bulletin about a missing child, William Dora, age 14, resulting in the boy being
promptly located in Ohio. This well publicized success was apparently enough to convince City Hall to purchase a 400watt Western Electric Model 1A transmitter for installation at the newly built police headquarters at the corner of
Beaubien and Macomb Streets.
By late 1923, the station had become an official function of the Department. The “Annual Report of the Detroit Police
Department” for that year states that “the information (from KOP) received and imparted by this means has proven of valuable assistance in the recovery of stolen property, the locating of missing persons, and the apprehension of criminals.” One
should note that the Annual Report carries the tone of secondary importance when referring to KOP. As a matter of fact,
it is the last thing in the report, after a complete run down on the aforementioned “flashlight system.” This in sharp contrast to the 1928 Annual Report, which has a separate summary on police radio at the very beginning of the bulletin, even
before the employment statistics!
On April 24, 1924, KOP began broadcasting bulletins to the three Detroit Street Railways (DSR) repair trucks and the
experimental police units. The broadcasts to the repair trucks would continue until October of the next year, when labor
unrest would arise due to the constant use of the emergency repair crews through radio dispatch, thereby resulting in the
discontinuance of this phase of the program.
Between bulletins, live music and entertainment were a large part of the day at KOP. Since KOP was licensed and operating as a broadcast station, this helped ensure a large public audience and lured such then famous talent as Ginny Simms,
Eddie Barnes, and the Red Apple Club to stop by the station and perform. However, these entertainment features were
not destined to last. On June 13, 1924, Commissioner Rutledge notified the staff at KOP that no more music of any description was to be broadcast. This action would eventually force the Department of Commerce to withdraw the Department’s Class A License and change KOP’s frequency to 143 meters (2.09 MHz). According to a December 4, 1925 article
in the Detroit News, a police official reportedly said:
“It seems that you can’t put serious messages on air unless you give entertainment programs along with them. We recently established connections with the Flint Police. For a while, all police business was transacted over the radio. Now, we cannot do busi17

ness with Flint or any radio station unless we give an entertainment program after the serious business has been broadcast.”
Commissioner Rutledge wryly commented:
“Do we have to play a violin solo before we dispatch the police to catch a criminal?”
Such was the confused and mercurial nature of the regulatory environment in the early days of radio. Regulators found
themselves playing “catch-up” to innovation. The Radio Act of 1912, under which the Department of Commerce operated,
was proving woefully obsolete. The result was often new radio services operating under licensing categories meant for other purposes.
So why all of the fuss over a change in wavelength?
In order to answer this question, one should keep in mind that the major broadcast activities of KOP were not aimed at the
sending of bulletins to patrol cars, but the dissemination of information to other departments and, most importantly, to the
general public. The procedure of listing stolen cars and missing persons was ideally suited to a large public audience. The
technological difficulties encountered in mobile radio reception forced this part of the program to a secondary position.
Simply put, the low-gain triode vacuum tubes of the era, combined with other limiting factors, made mobile radio reception difficult at best.
This was the first of several wavelength changes to be thrust upon the staff of the Department. On April 28, 1926, a limited commercial license was issued for operation on 144.8 meters (2.07 Mhz). This was soon followed with another two
licensing changes in December of 1926 and February of 1927, each with a new wavelength. Apparently, the ever-changing
licensing decisions and the struggle with the state of the art, took their toll on the experiments in police radio. By spring of
1927, WCK was closed. However, Commissioner Rutledge refused to allow the station to be dismantled, perhaps hoping
that police radio would be successful yet.
What appeared to be optimism, is,
actually, based on need. Commissioner Rutledge knew that police
radio was necessary to the future
of law enforcement. In the post
war era of the 1920s, great advantages were given to the criminal by the progress of technology.
Paved streets and highways, the
automobile, and the anonymity of
the individual in a modern urban
society provided a golden opportunity for evasion and escape. By
the time news of a crime was distributed over the archaic police
telegraph (“flashlight”) system, the
trail was cold. The criminal had
disappeared from the area, possibly to the next state, unnoticed by The early station at constructed at in the hayloft of the Harbor Master’s Station on Belle Isle in the Detroit River.
local citizens and police officers.
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Law enforcement was rapidly losing the battle with
crime, and the only reasonable answer was police radio.
Success!
The answer came in the fall of 1927, when a young patrolman named Kenneth Cox was given permission to
try his hand at police radio. Accompanied by an associate, Robert L. Batts, they designed and built a receiver
using the newly developed Type 22, screen grid vacuum
tube. The perfected receiver consisted of three stages of
tuned radio frequency (TRF) amplification, followed by
a tuned detector and, finally, a two stage transformer
coupled audio stage with a type 12 output tube. Along
“The Big Four” in a cruiser showing early receiver. Detroiters of a certain age with the new receiver, Batts and Cox notified the Comwill remember these officers, known for enforcing neighborhood boundaries and missioner that three additional steps would have to be
engaging in aggressive police work, often with little oversight.
taken to ensure the success of the system:
1. Move the transmitter site away from the noisy downtown area.
2. Install a better antenna system.
3. Fix tune the receivers to prevent the officers from tuning to broadcast stations with a wider variety of entertainment.
The Commissioner was satisfied and by February of 1928,
the move to a hay loft in the Harbormaster building on
Belle Isle (an island adjacent to Detroit in the Detroit River)
was completed. A new Western Electric model 9A aircraft
transmitter was ordered, but would not arrive until August
of 1930, so the original Western Electric Model 1A transmitter was completely rebuilt, and two of the new receivers
were installed in cruisers. In order to overcome the policy
of early vacuum tube manufacturers not supplying transmitting tubes for equipment not build by a recognized manufacturer, the station staff would ask for charitable donations
of older vacuum tubes discarded from local broadcast stations.
On April 7, 1928, at 8:00 AM, the Radio Station of the Detroit Police Department commenced permanent operation
with two cars, the number 5 and 10 cruisers on patrol. An
early account recalls the rather unique dispatch system:
“A citizen calls the police department on the phone. This phone call
comes into the main dispatching room. The operator who receives
this call turns the information over to the police dispatcher, who
immediately ascertains from which precinct and district the call
originates. He then plugs in on the radio station jack and talks
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into the microphone, giving the car number and tells briefly of the trouble. His voice goes out on the air, and is also made audible to the
radio operator, who writes the message down and then signals the dispatcher, signifying that he has understood the message, and that it
has gone out OK.
The radio operator listens to a loud speaker, which give reproduction similar to that in the cars. When the radio operator signals back
‘OK’ the dispatcher is certain that the run was understandable. In some cases, the radio operator makes the dispatcher spell names of the
streets, etc., when he considers there is a possibility of a misunderstanding. After the operator has signaled back the dispatcher, he switches
to the microphone at the station and repeats the call until he considers all possibility of the car missing the run is eliminated.
The car, upon hearing its number called, and the run following, immediately proceeds to the scene and takes care of the trouble. As soon
as these men are finished with the run, they call the radio station and are put back in service. The men are instructed to call back at the
earliest possible time, and if the operator fails to hear from them in a reasonable time, another car is dispatched to the call.”
One-way police radio dispatching was a success. During 1929, 8,228 runs were dispatched and 22,598 messages broadcast. During the period June, 1928 to December, 1929, the radio equipped cruisers were credited with 1,325 arrests and
an average response time of 1:42 minutes! During the month of September, 1929 alone, 175 arrests were made in an average of sixty-one seconds each, a far cry from the response time calculated in hours with the old “flashlight” system.
Even more importantly, the use of radio made it possible for the police to catch the criminal red-handed, eliminating the
introduction of circumstantial evidence in trials by indisputable proof of guilt. In one year, prosecutions increased an
amazing 54-percent. The technological advantages of the criminal were wiped out and the public was pleasantly surprised,
if not amazed, at the response time of their department. Help was now only minutes, or sometimes even seconds away, if
needed.
By April of 1929, the station staff had installed receivers in 47 new patrol cars, which were paraded, with copper screen
aerials installed, from the Ford Motor Company’s Highland Park Plant to the Belle Isle Radio Station in a demonstration of
their pride of accomplishment. Why not? These pioneers were almost single-handedly responsible for bringing law enforcement into the modern age.
Note: Article based on the following sources:
Detroit News, April 24, 1922
Detroit News, March 24, 1922
Detroit News, August 15, 1929
Detroit Police Department, 1926 Annual Repot of the Detroit Police Department, Detroit, Michigan, 1926
Detroit Police Department, 1929 Annual Report of the Detroit Police Department, Detroit, Michigan, 1929
Parker, Stephen; “An Early Day History of the Detroit Police Department Radio System.” Prepared for a special
edition of the Associated Public Safety Communications Officers Bulletin, 1971
Peters, Ralph L; “Police Radio Routs Racketeers,” Radio News, November, 1929
Peters, Ralph L; “Split Second Arrests,” The Saturday Evening Post, December 7, 1929
Personal interview with Kenneth Cox, Detroit Police Department
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Can QRP be an Effective EMCOMM Resource?
By James Wades
Many radio amateurs maintain a go-kit containing a QRP transceiver, such as the FT-817ND for emergency purposes.
While many of these kits are tested during outings to parks and campgrounds or the like, communications is often limited
to random QSOs of a predictable nature or limited local communications tasks. However; how might that QRP transceiver perform if one had to clear important messages at specific times to specific locations in time of emergency? Would
propagation be favorable at a time when establishing communications was critical? Would 5-watts be sufficient?
There is an analog to this situation in military communications. QRP power levels were regularly utilized for a variety of
functions, including long-range patrols, special forces operations as well as various covert functions. Typical examples include the PRC-64 and GRC-109 special forces radio sets, or the GRC-9 transmitter-receiver unit. Generally, these units
had power outputs in the range of 5 to 10 watts and were coupled with compromise antennas designed for rapid and temporary field deployment.
Of course, in military service, such units were often communicating with well-equipped control stations featuring extensive antenna arrays or log periodic antennas. This is a far cry from establishing communications with a fellow radio amateur featuring a compromise dipole antenna arrangement in his back yard.
Traffic nets overcome some of the shortcomings of Amateur limitations by offering numerous operators dispersed throughout a state or region. This improves the odds that one or more of these operators may fall in a favorable range, even under
poor RF propagation conditions, thereby facilitating message relay. However, to take full advantage of the many traffic
operators dispersed throughout a region, one should make every attempt to ensure his low-power equipment is operating
at maximum efficiency. This means an effective temporary antenna installation.
Marconi type antennas, such as random wires worked against ground are perhaps the most variable of field expedient antennas. With ground serving as “one half” of the antenna, efficiency can be greatly diminished by I-squared-R losses in
questionable soils. They are, however, very easy to deploy. The author once used a QRP transceiver and random wire
quite effectively in the mid-1990s to originate welfare traffic on 80-meters in the aftermath of a tornado.
Dipole antennas are likely a better option, but they increase bulk and require a more favorable arrangement of support options. Most of us like to avoid carrying around the extra weight and bulk of coaxial cable or other transmission line.
Recently, a variety of manufacturers have introduced portable HF antennas to the Amateur Radio market. These include
the now ubiquitous “Buddipole” and the Par “End-Fedz” half wave wire antennas. Both are intriguing options that solve
some of the problems of the random wire.
One can engage in an interesting series of self-directed EMCOMM exercises by deploying his QRP station every few weeks
to a field location followed by checking into a traffic net. By originating a brief message from the field, one can quickly
determine if his QRP equipment offers a “traffic quality” signal. If one finds that he can originate messages with minimal
fills the majority of time over the period of some months, then it is likely his portable antenna arrangement is working with
reasonable efficiency.
One can try several different antenna arrangements, each one being deployed over a period of three or four months. The
results can then be compared using data gleaned from signal reports, the total number of “fill requests” and the like. Such
information may show that a certain antenna arrangement works best for an operator.
It is unlikely that most of us will ever need to deploy a portable QRP station in time of emergency, but it can be fun to
learn a few things about portable station efficiency! It may also pay off if your go-kit is needed.
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Note: A fillable PDF form is available at
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An Independent
Newsletter
——
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quarterly...or more
often when the Editor
feels like it!

Radio Relay Interna onal has released
Training Manual TR‐001 (dra ). This
document covers a wide variety of
subjects including:


An Introduc on to Disaster Com‐
munica ons Theory.



The Structure of RRI Manual Mode
Networks



Radiotelephone Net Procedures



Radiotelegraph Net Procedures



Digital Traﬃc Network



….and more.

The training manual is intended as an
introductory text and is supplemental
to the RRI Field Manual FM‐001 and
other reference documents.

The manual is an ideal stand‐alone doc‐
ument for the traﬃc operator or EM‐
COMM volunteer. However, it is also
intended for use in the classroom in
associa on with the TR‐002 basic train‐
ing slides (power point presenta on).
The en re document can be download‐
ed free‐of‐charge from the RRI web
page. Please visit:
h p://radio‐relay.org/wp‐content/
uploads/2017/11/RRI‐Training‐Manual‐
TR‐001‐2017‐Dra ‐for‐Distribu on.pdf
The input of users of this document are
invited to submit ideas for improve‐
ments or addi ons. RRI is a grass‐roots,
transparent organiza on that is always
interested in the viewpoints of its vol‐
unteers.

Please Register your Net
All contents are Copyright 2017.
This publication may be distributed unmodified and in its entirety free of charge to the Amateur Radio Community.

The traffic community is in need of an accurate and up-to-date net directory.
Information available on the web is often terribly out-of-date.
Please submit a net registration form today. A copy is included in this issue of QNI.
Our goal is to ensure that interested radio amateurs know where to find a net. It is
therefore important that all traffic nets register soon. VHF local nets, state/section
nets, and region and area nets are strongly encouraged to submit an up-to-date
form.
We hope to have an accurate listing of all US and Canada traffic nets available by no
later than February, 2018. Simply fill out the form and mail it to the address
provided or e-mail it to:
info@radio-relay.org
We receive numerous inquiries from qualified radio amateurs who would like to
become active in traffic handling. Wouldn’t it be nice if we could refer them to
several net options in their state or province?
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